OFFICIAL BALLOT

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

To vote, complete the oval(s) next to your preferred candidate(s) as listed at the top of this page. Please put an "X" in the oval(s) next to the word "YES" for this question.

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT VOTE ON ONE TEAM

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN Republican

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN Democratic

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS

To vote "YES" for this amendment you must put an "X" in the oval next to the word "YES" for this question.

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS

INDEPENDENTS' SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 742 (Cloud Area Schools) VOTE FOR UP TO FOUR

MAYORS

DAVID DAHLGREN

DENNA LALLEY

RON REIBERG

GARY ESSER

LES GREEN

BRUCE HENTGES

ANDREW HOFF

CINDY R. NAPPE

COUNTY OFFICES

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 1 VOTE FOR ONE

LARRY SALZEP

GERALD TOWNSEND

U.S. SENATOR

JOE BIDEN Democratic

DEAN BARRLEY Republican

NORM ROULAND Independent

AL FRANKLIN Democratic

CHARLES ALDRICH Independent

JAMES NEMACK Independent

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 6 VOTE FOR ONE

DAN BRINKMAN

JOE ANDERSON Independent

MICHELLE BACHMANN Republican

EL-TIMINGENDEM ANNEMARIE FREGELLA

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 15 VOTE FOR ONE

STACEY SANGWALT Independent

JOANNE DORRIMER Democratic

JACOB MCGRANAHAN Republican

MINOR PARTY CANDIDATES

STATE OF MINNESOTA

CITY OF WHITE PINE PROJECT 3

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT

This is an official ballot and is payable to the county auditor on April 1, 2023.